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HIGHWAY HURRICANES ON 25 th JUNE 2008 AT CENTRAL PARK  
FRIENDLY – 18 OVERS 

 
INNINGS OF HIGHWAY HURRICANES WHO ELECTED TO BAT 
Batsman How Out Bowler Score  
Jeffreys Bowled Phillips (R) 9 
Stagg Bowled Phillips (R) 19 
O’Brien Caught Howard Phillips (R) 10 
Garroway Bowled Phillips (M) 10 
Driscoll Bowled Phillips (M) 4 
Griffiths C&B Phillips (M) 13 
Sullivan   9 
Imran   23 
    
    
    
Extras   15 
Total 112 for 6 off 18 Overs 
 
Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets 
Ball (M) 4 0 27 0 
Phillips (R) 4 0 18 3 
Phillips (M) 4 0 13 3 
Howard 4 0 34 0 
Coombs 1 0 9 0 
Lewis 1 0 9 0 
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HIGHWAY HURRICANES ON 25 th JUNE 2008 AT CENTRAL PARK  
FRIENDLY – 18 OVERS 

 
INNINGS OF GLAMORGAN CENTURIONS CHASING 117 TO WIN 
Batsman How Out Bowler Score  
Mansell Stumped Driscoll 17 
Ball (G)  Retired Hurt 20 
A Hibberd + Bowled Jeffreys 10 
Lewis Caught Griffiths 16 
Randall Run Out  8 
Judd   1 
Ball (M) Stumped Stagg 2 
Coombs   1 
Howard    
Phillips (M) ©    
Phillips (R)     
Extras   5 
Total 80 for 5 off 18 Overs 
 
Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets 
O’Brien 3 1 6 0 
Garroway 3 0 11 0 
Imran 2 0 8 0 
Griffiths 2 0 9 1 
Sullivan 2 0 19 0 
Jeffreys 2 0 10 1 
Driscoll 2 0 12 1 
Stagg 2 0 5 1 
 
HIGHWAY HURRICANES WON BY 32 RUNS 
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HIGHWAY HURRICANES ON 25 th JUNE 2008 AT CENTRAL PARK  
FRIENDLY – 18 OVERS 

MATCH REPORT 
 
The game got underway a little late and was reduced to 18 overs at a blustery and cloudy 
Central Park. The Hurricanes went in to bat and made a steady start without ever really 
getting away. R.Phillips kept things reasonably tight and bowled accurately enough to clean 
bowl the opening pair, Jeffreys for 9 and Stagg for a threatening looking 19. He was 
reasonably well supported by M.Ball, still making his way back from injury but struggling at 
times for consistency. R.Phillips ended his spell by picking up his third wicket, as O'Brien 
looked to hit out only for Howard to take an excellent catch running backwards at mid-on. R. 
Phillips finished with a well deserved 3 for 18 and M.Ball 0 for 27. M.Phillips was in the 
unusual position of first change and he really bowled threateningly with good pace. Initially he 
was supported well at the other end by Howards spin variations and M.Phillips uprooted the 
stumps of both Garroway (10) and Driscoll (4) whilst also taking a caught and bowled to 
dismiss Griffiths for 13. M. Phillips finished his spell before the final overs with a fine 3 for 13. 
Unfortunately as wickets tumbled the opposition took a liking to Howards off-spin, and with 
support bowlers at the other end runs came a-plenty at the end of the innings. Sullivan made 
a steady 9 not out but Imran, with an inspiring cameo smacked a quick 23 not out, taking 
particular liking to Howard who ended with a disappointing 0 for 34. Lewis and Coombs were 
the other bowlers used; both bowling one over for nine. The final score of 112 for 6 was 
greatly boosted by the final flurry and set a stern target for the Centurions to chase. 
 
O’Brien and Garroway opened the bowling and kept things exceptionally tight in the first six 
overs with G.Ball and Mansell in particular struggling badly to get any kind of momentum. 
G.Ball then suffered a hamstring injury to make matters worse. Strangely though the arrival of 
Lewis as a runner momentarily increased the tempo as Ball now started to go for a few hits 
and was unfortunate to find fielders on a few occasions when he hit a few full blooded straight 
drives. Ball eventually had to leave the fray after bravely carrying on, retired hurt for 20. 
Hibberd joined Mansell at the wicket and looked to up the tempo with some quick running. 
Mansell eventually fell in the 11th over, stumped way out of his ground to Driscoll (1 for 12) on 
17 and at this point the score of 41 showed the slow progress made. 
 
Hibberd and Lewis upped the tempo with some excellent running in a vain attempt to get near 
the rate. However both fell in quick succession as Hibberd played around a straight one from 
Jeffreys (1 for 10) for 10 and Lewis, sensing the situation worsening heaved at one that 
wasn't there from Griffiths and sent it skywards for an easy catch for 16. Unfortunately by this 
time the game was over as a contest. Randall was run out for an uneventful 8. M.Ball came 
into an impossible situation with over 30 needed off two overs and was stumped for 2 after 
some big swipes that did not connect. Judd and Coombs were left not out each on one as 
Jeffreys (1 for 10) and Stagg (1 for 5) also bowled well. Sullivan was the other bowler used, 
and the only one the Centurions took a liking too finishing with 0 for 19 off 2 overs. The 
Centurions limped to 80 off their 18 overs losing by 32 runs in the worst performance of the 
season. Attention turns to Sundays 40 over game against Caerleon which will provide a stern 
test and next Wednesdays game against St. Fagan’s Museum with a morale boosting win 
very much required.  Match Report by Neil Shearer. 


